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Gould's Universal Index, and Every Body's Own Book ... Third edition, revised and stereotyped 1843 short
excerpt to come down covered with mud and drenched with sweat and rain after some hours in the bush
change rub down and take a chair in the verandah is to taste a quiet conscience
Defence of Dr. Gould, by the Scientific Council of the Dudley Observatory. Third Edition 1858
this is a reproduction of the original artefact generally these books are created from careful scans of the
original this allows us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way the author intended since
the original versions are generally quite old there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these
reproductions we re happy to make these classics available again for future generations to enjoy
Three Years in Savage Africa 1898 published in 1900 this is a collection of one of britain s most prolific
metaphysic thinkers of the 19th century fairbrother introduces thomas hill greens moral philosophy on
themes such as politics and virtue whilst relating it back to the philosophy of ancient greece that first
inspired green
A Short History of British Colonial Policy 1897 weinberg and gould show how sport and exercise
psychology concepts and principles can be applied to counselling teaching coaching sports medicine and
fitness instruction this third edition includes new artwork and all chapters have been revised
Exploration and Hunting in Central Africa 1895-96 1898 example in this ebook it has been the business of
my life to teach history and the informal division of labour which comes to pass in a university has led me
to pay special attention to the military side of it this aspect of history involves much comparison of
statements and weighing of evidence and is therefore calculated to be very useful to those for whom the
study of history is not their permanent occupation but the means of completing their mental training
campaigns and battles present in an exceptionally clear shape the stock problems of history what was
done why it was done what were the results what ought to have been done what would have been the
consequences if this or that important detail had been different it is however not easy to gain from books
a clear general idea of a campaign or a battle harder perhaps than to obtain a similar grasp of the work
of a legislator or of the drift of a social change to the ordinary historian the military side is only one
aspect of his theme and very possibly an aspect which interests him but little he narrates the facts as
given him by his authorities but when these are vague as mediæval writers mostly are or discrepant as
modern writers are who mean to be precise and write from different standpoints he need be something
of an expert to make his narrative lifelike on the other hand purely military works are very reasonably
technical they are written for experts to whom the technical language is familiar and they often go into
considerable detail ordinary readers are apt consequently to want help in obtaining from them a clear
idea of the outline of events like pindar s poetic shafts they are φωνᾶντα συνετοῖσιν ἐς δὲ τοπὰν
ἑρμηνέων χατίζει having experienced these difficulties myself both as student and as teacher i have
thought that i might render some service by trying to act as interpreter and to describe the chief military
events of english history in a way which shall not be technical but yet shall bring out their meaning i do
not write for experts though it is they who must judge whether i have described correctly i write for those
who do not know much about battles and would like to understand events which are interesting in
themselves and are great turning points in history they must judge whether i have described intelligibly if
i have met the proverbial fate of those who sit on two stools it is not for want of pains in trying to keep
my balance i feel that it is prima facie presumptuous for a civilian to write what is in some sense a
military book but after all it is the customer who feels where the shoe pinches moreover many of the
battles of english history occurred in past ages in relation to which the professional training of a modern
soldier would teach him little beyond the permanent principles of strategy which every educated man
should understand given also an elementary knowledge of tactics which has spread pretty widely in this
country since volunteering began and the war game became popular a civilian ought to be able to deal
adequately with hastings and crecy with towton and marston moor if not with the campaigns of
marlborough and wellington if i have failed it is not because the subject is outside the province of a
civilian but because the writer has been unequal to his task to be continue in this ebook
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Naval Policy with Some Account of the Warships of the Principal Powers 1896 reproduction of
the original argentina and uruguay by gordon ross
South Africa 1897 reproduction of the original evolution by frank b jevons
Ajax 1895 the third edition of a standard textbook in religion and science already a classic
The Housing of the Working Classes 1895 this new edition includes most of the essays that have made
the broadview reader one of the most popular first year textbooks in canada and adds 18 fresh selections
as before essays are gathered into groups by topic but the editors also provide alternative tables of
contents by rhetorical patterns and devices and by chronology each selection is followed by a wide range
of questions and suggestions for discussions and the reader also includes a glossary and biographical
notes most of the new selections are of recent vintage but in recognition of the degree to which modern
issues often have a long and honourable history the editors have also added several selections by
nineteenth century writers also the reader now includes a full section on women in society the book s
balance of canadian and non canadian writers has been maintained as has the range of different styles
and different essay lengths that are included in all the new edition includes 80 selections
Vailima Letters 1895 originally published in 1906 how the mind of man can be strengthened widened
and made a more efficient instrument through the application of modern scientific and physiological
knowledge is a question of intense interest it is now a universally accepted fact that the body is capable
of improvement by the application of hygienic rules and that thereby the life of man and his happiness
are bettered it is also proved by physiology that mental action is absolutely co related with brain action
and it therefore does not admit of doubt that the mind may also be bettered through brain and bodily
hygiene this book includes chapters on the mind machinery in the brian how the brain mechanism works
in regard to mind and te mental hygiene of bodily disease
The Ajax and Electra of Sophocles 1895
Waterloo 1895
The Pianoforte Sonata 1895
The Alien Invasion 1892
Modern Civilisation in Some of Its Economic Aspects 1896
Socialism and Modern Thought 1895
Hurrish 1895
Vailima Letters, Being Correspondence Addressed by Robert Louis Stevenson to Sidney Colvin, November
1890-October 1894 1895
The King of Alberia 1895
The Chronicles of Count Antonio 1895
The Greek Theory of the State and the Nonconformist Conscience 1895
Insect Life 1896
The Vaccination Question, Being the Second Issue of a Letter Addressed by Permission in the Autumn of
1894 to the Right Hon. H.H. Asquith .. 1895
Economic Science and Practice 1896
The Philosophy Of Thomas Hill Green 2018-12-14
Foundations of Sport and Exercise Psychology 2005-01-01
Battles of English History 2014-11-13
Textbook of Traumatic Brain Injury, Third Edition 2018-12-05
Argentina and Uruguay 2018-05-15
Evolution 2018-05-23
A Short History of the Royal Navy, 1217-1815 1898
The Factory System and the Factory Acts 1894
God, Humanity and the Cosmos - 3rd edition 2011-10-13
United States Naval Medical Bulletin 1932
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England under the Tudors 1921
England Before the Norman Conquest 1998-02-16
The Broadview Reader - Third Edition 1846
Reports of cases argued and determined in the Supreme Court of Louisiana and in the Superior Court of
the Territory of Louisiana 2019-10-01
The Hygiene of Mind 1850
The Monthly Law Reporter
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